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Letter from the Chair
The 2015 SAO Conference, held November 7 and 8 in London, was an outstanding success.
Whole-hearted thanks go to Sharon Jones and her hard working team of Frances Farmer, Irene
Tandberg, Jillian Saurteig, Kelly Wallraff and Amy Barten, who did an amazing job of organizing the
weekend. Four hundred children and their parents took over Althouse College for the day, and happy
smiles were in evidence everywhere. Vox Metropolis gave a unique performance to a packed hall,
and every student had a chance to perform in a wonderful afternoon concert. The Day for Teachers
on Sunday was an inspiration, with 60 teachers gathering from all over Ontario and beyond, to hear
about our Suzuki legacy from Dorothy Jones and Karen Kimmett. Suzuki Method is alive and well in
Ontario!
The planning for next year’s conference in Ottawa is well under way, with Doug Murphy and Marie
Kusters heading up the team. Won’t you mark November 5 and 6 on your calendar and make it a
destination? You will surely come away inspired and ready to try new ideas in your home studio. We
are very privileged to have such an outstanding support group in Ontario; it’s your best opportunity to
connect with your colleagues from around the province. Do your part to fulfill the mission of the SAO,
“to promote and support the Suzuki Method of learning by nurturing excellence in education.”
2017 will find us in Kitchener-Waterloo, with Anita Buttemer and Lis Biswas heading up the event.
We are delighted to welcome many new members to the SAO Board. First of all, I would like to thank
those of you who have served in various positions and have stepped down. New members include
Elena Spanu (416), Andrea Cook (519), Rob Van Wyck (807), Marianne Carefoot (secretary), Joel
Bootsma (Violin), Joseph Fazakas (Guitar), and Tova Rosenberg (ECE). Susan and Pierre Gagnon
have agreed to help with the 905 West area until a new representative can be found. We continue to
look for a Flute Representative. Let me know if you, or someone you know, would like to serve in this
way.
Have you thought about attending the SAA Conference in May? I am sure that it will be well worth
the sacrifices required to get there. It is always a great source of motivation and a chance to renew
acquaintances in the larger Suzuki community.
It’s an honour to serve you as Chair of the SAO. I hope you have a wonderful holiday with your family
and friends.

◆Nena LaMarre
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SAO Board
Chair: Nena LaMarre
p:705-737-9342 e: play88@rogers.com
Vice-Chair: Carmen Evans
p:519-821-2890 e: evanscs@gmail.com
Secretary: Marianne Carefoot
p:416-769-8685
e: marianne.carefoot@divmusic.com
Treasurer: Gretchen Paxson-Abberger
p:416-466-0208 e: gretchen@abberger.com
Members-at-Large:
Julian Fisher
p:416-654-8986 e: jm.fisher@utoronto.ca
Dimitra Marangozis
p:905-237-2172 e: dimitra_m@rogers.com
New-Teacher-Member-at-Large:
Jillian Saurteig
p: 519-318-4245 e: jill.sauerteig@gmail.com
Executive Assistant: Marjorie Ogden
p:905-718-8974 e: suzukiontario@hotmail.ca
Area Representatives:
416 Area:
Elena Spanu
p: 416-720-8178 e: elena.spanu@gmail.com
Ines Pagliari
p: 416-726-5729 e: inesp@sympatico.ca
519 East Area:
Andrea Cook
p: 519-823-9995 e: andreacook361@gmail.com
519 West Area:
Lenni Jabour
e: lennijabour@gmail.com
613 East Area:
Laura Nerenberg
p:613-274-3647 e: lauranerenberg@gmail.com
613 West Area:
Venetia Gauthier
p:613-767-7897 e: violinvenetia@gmail.com
705 Area:
Jeremy Viinalass
p:705-721-2425 e: jvandlv@sympatico.ca

807 Area:
Rob Van Wyck
p: 807-344-7845 e: rvanwyck@tbaytel.net905
North/East:
Laurie Mitchell
p:905-623-3118 e: lauriemitchell@yahoo.com
905 West Area:
Pierre and Susan Gagnon
p: 905-844-8718 e: psgagnon@mac.com
Instrument Representatives:
Bass:
Jesse Dietschi
p: 647.823.5736 e: info@jessedietschi.com
Cello:
David Evenchick
p:519-803-6895 e: evenchickdavid@gmail.com
ECE:
Tova Rosenberg
p: 647-955-0355
e: tovarosenberg@hotmail.com
Flute: VACANT
Guitar:
Joseph Fazakas
p: 905-930-7102 e: jfazakas1@cogeco.ca
Harp: VACANT
Piano:
Barbara Byczko
p:416-253-4417 e: bkbyczko@gmail.com
Violin:
Joel Bootsma
p:613-779-7867 e:bootsmafamily@gmail.com
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Carmen Evans
Art Director: Carmen Evans,
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282 Waverly St. N.
Oshawa, ON L1J 5V9
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Upcoming Teacher Development
TEACHER WORKSHOPS
Royal Conservatory of Music
• Every Child Can! – Susan Gagnon
Jan. 10, 2016
• Cello Unit 2 – Susan Gagnon
Feb. 14, 28, Mar. 6, 20, Apr. 3, 2016
Suzuki String School of Guelph
• Every Child Can! – Paule Barsalou
Jan. 31, 2016
For complete information about teacher
development courses offered throughout
Canada and the US this year, please go to:
https://suzukiassociation.org/events/institutes/
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Conference 2015
The SAO Conference 2015 was a vibrant demonstration of “Suzuki’s Legacy: Alive and Well in
Ontario.” It was wonderful to see so many students and families from London and other parts of
Ontario participating on Saturday, November 7.
The success of Student Day was a direct result of the expertise and enthusiasm of our clinicians. We
were also very fortunate to be treated to a performance by Vox Metropolis, which had the audience
captivated and in stitches. The Gala Concert, which included five-piano performances, violins, cellos,
harps, flutes, and guitars, as well as three orchestras, was a true celebration, not only of that day’s
work but of all the work done at home and in studios throughout Ontario.
A big thank you must also be extended to the participants of Teacher Day on November 8, in
particular to those who led the break-out sessions. Finally, we acknowledge the encouragement and
inspiration provided by the words of our two keynote speakers, Dorothy Jones and Karen Kimmett.
We hope you enjoy the pictures taken that weekend by Don Jones. Thanks again for helping to make
the SAO Conference 2015 a memorable one!
◆Sharon Jones & Frances Farmer
On behalf of the SAO Conference 2015 Committee
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Student Day
PIANISTS GALORE!
A stellar feature of the SAO Conference in
London on November 7 was the Five Piano
Concert. I think Sharon Jones and her
committee were pretty surprised to witness the
great number of piano student participants in
this special event. We are grateful for their
excellent organization of the event.
Working from our experience of mounting a
three piano concert in Guelph a couple of years
ago, Ellen Berry and I decided to organize
some advance preparations for the students
involved in this event. Nena LaMarre, Lalitha
Viinalass, Elizabeth Sherk and several other
colleagues joined in to do likewise.
Not long into the rehearsals organized
with three and four keyboards in our studios,
Ellen and I were reminded of the significant
advantages of the multiple piano medium for
students of all levels. Participants learned many
skills in a very short time:
• Listening to one another
•

Awareness of the necessity of
keeping a steady beat

•

Being able to start at different
spots in a piece with either hand

•

Necessity of knowing the piece
from memory with both hands

•

Controlling each hand to achieve
the appropriate balance with ten
hands playing

We also recognized the dedication of the
Suzuki families to accommodate our ‘demands’
for rehearsals at odd times during the month of
October.
The Saturday concert was a great success and
all instrumental participants were heard. What
an opportunity for our pianists and their families
to be a part of such an event featuring so many
other instruments. And, all those other
instruments in turn heard lots of pianists
perform, many more than usual!
In the week following the event, all families,
students and parents alike, were canvassed to
describe their favourite moments of the day. In

Gail’s studio it was a toss-up between the food
and the movie as the favourite event. Many
parents also cited the movie as a favourite part
of the day. However, parents recognized the
value of the multiple piano medium to stimulate
interest in music enjoyment. Parents
recognized that the whole family was a part of a
music community. They could sense the value
of the friendships developed among Suzuki
children. Parents also appreciated the high
standard of the performances at all levels.
Students worked as a team, they said.
In Ellen’s studio, students also mentioned as
favourite moments the games they played in
group class, the improvisation class, the guitar
trio performance, and being with other people
for the whole day. One student exclaimed that
she finally got to do “the performance for real”
after the hours of rehearsal in the months
before the concert. It was so satisfying for all
the students to see their hard work coming to
fruition. For many of the students, their
performance piece has become their favourite
piece!
Nicola Batchelor, mother of Noel Noble,
mentioned that having her family attend and
participate in the event showed that the Suzuki
Method is a “modern, multi-faceted learning
technique where many can thrive”. Parents
appreciated the atmosphere of collaboration
and mutual respect they observed throughout
the day, along with the absence of a
competitive attitude. The event reaffirmed for
them that immersion in the musical community
is a key way to learn, feel, and enjoy music.
The comment of one of Gail’s parents seems to
sum it up: Dr. Fei Song, mother of Mia and Ben
Cadsby, wrote “I am happily surprised to find
out how big the Suzuki community is here in
this part of the world. It is wonderful to see the
commitment from teachers, parents and, most
importantly, children themselves. Lastly it is
great to see the friendship developed among
the Suzuki children.”
◆Gail Lange and Ellen Berry
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FIVE-PIANO REHEARSAL PROCESS : WHAT THE NYSSM PARTICIPANTS LEARNED
On the Student Day at the SAO Conference, groups of pianists came together from several different
studios to rehearse together, and then to perform on five pianos at the student concert.
Student Reflections:
• “In rehearsing for The Happy Farmer I learned to pay more attention to fingering in the score, and
to listen for greater contrast in dynamics to reflect the characters in this dramatic piece. The Happy
Farmer, His Helpful Wife and all the little insects turned up by the farmer’s plough.” ◆C. Leung
• “I learned to play piano with other pianists. I had to listen very carefully and sit up with good
attention.” ◆J. Loppnau
• “I learned to sit properly at the piano when I am practicing. Good posture makes such a difference
to the tone quality and our ability to play in the same rhythm and tempo as other people.” ◆R. Chan
• “I learned how to adjust my playing to match other people’s playing. We all had different ways of
playing the diminuendo in Arabesque. There were three of us from NYSSM and two from London,
so we had only one short rehearsal with each other on the performance day. But because of seven
weeks of 30 minutes of listening, practicing with metronome, hands separately and hands together,
when we all came together for the final performance everyone of us adjusted our playing to really
be together for that diminuendo and ritardando. I think we played very well.” ◆E. Prosserman
• “While practicing Ecossaise I learned to conduct the beat and stay at the same tempo as the rest of
my group.” ◆E. Leung
• “I had never broken Ecossaise down into so many practice spots until I joined the five-piano group.
Working each week with my group was fun and also challenging.” ◆L. Richman
“Ivy
attended only one practice session for the five-piano concert, an impromptu session with Ivy
•
and Renee playing Little Playmates together. It was very helpful. This was the first time she had to
play in time with another performer and, in the following week, the first time we got her to practice
at home with a metronome. Both were good learning experiences. She has a better sense now of
the importance of playing with the correct rhythm. The SAO event helped pick up her enthusiasm at
a time when she was suffering from the piano practice doldrums.” ◆Ivy’s Dad, G. Quinlan.
• “It was fun working each week with the same group of friends to play Ecossaise in ensemble. Too
bad I had a double booking on the day of the performance. I was the MVP on my team in the
hockey tournament that day, so I could not get to London in time to perform with my five-piano
team. What am I going to do about being a member of two important teams in my life, a piano team
and a hockey team?” ◆I. Franco
PARENT REFLECTIONS
“We all enjoyed the conference. It was well
organized. It was easy to find where and when
we needed to be for Jasmine. The two group
classes prior to the performance were great icebreakers for Jasmine to get comfortable with
the other children and with the environment.
Although the children did not get much time to
play the different instruments (harpsichord,
glockenspiel) in the one class due to the class
size, it did was a good experience and Jasmine
did enjoy it. The Vox Metropolis group was
great entertainment. Jasmine really liked the
movie, which did surprise me because it was a
silent movie. However, the music score gave
the movie life, feeling and character which I

believe gives the children a greater appreciation
for music. I thought the rehearsal and the
performance planning was also well organized
for the children. The children were well behaved
and played very well. The silent auction and
vendor participation helped to break up the day
and gave a chance to browse the different
items. It was a good experience and we look
forward to the next music seminar.”
“The Conference on Saturday in London was
very educational. I enjoyed both of our teachers
as they bring very different teaching points to
the children and I loved the silent movie
matching with the music!”
◆submitted by Kathy Coltof
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Teacher Day
LONDON CALLING
Just getting on the bus to the SAO Conference in London gave me a much-needed getaway from the
cares and headaches of the day-to-day routine. I looked forward all week to this particular Friday,
and after an especially difficult “day at the office,” I left, like a man on a mission. Taking the bus made
me relax a bit. It's nice to let someone else do the driving. You meet a different crowd on the bus;
they come from all walks of life. Sometimes you can even have an interesting conversation with
them, if they would only put away their phones.
The hotel experience was a treat, and being at the conference gave me a chance to renew
friendships with colleagues, many of whom I would like to see much more often, but at least I can
see them at this time. These friendships go back a long way. Sharon Jones, who did such a great
job, and I became friends in 1985, and that's thirty years. Sorry, Sharon, that dates us both!
We all have our struggles, but here we have a chance to share these things. We are all trying to
make a living as well as making a difference. It’s a great time to be mutually encouraging towards
each other. Whenever would we find the time to do this, other than at the Suzuki Conference? I also
recall that it was at an SAO conference that I met Clayton Scott, who was to become my daughter
Emma’s long-time piano teacher.
These conferences gives us a unique perspective, to take time to wonder about the big picture. What
do we want to do, long-term?
In this case, as a teacher and administrator at the Toronto School for Strings and Piano, I have
always wanted to do more with my viola teaching and playing. Thanks to Pierre Gagnon, I have
made a big life decision. To refocus on what I truly love, the viola! His seminar pushed me over the
edge, quite literally. I now feel that I can start very young students on the viola, and now, it is time
that we started viola groups and ensembles.
Leave the violin teaching to the violinists!
The best part for me of a getaway weekend like this, are the informal exchanges. The scheduled
events are the tiles, and the encounters are the grout in between. The grout does more than fill in the
cracks. It strengthens the tiles themselves. Gretchen Paxson-Abberger and I have a tradition. We
rode together on the way home from the conference, and on the way, have wide-ranging discussion.
No stone unturned, by the time we are back in the city.
This particular weekend, in London, I didn't see Gretchen. “Oh no," I thought to myself. As the Suzuki
Conference ran its course, I wasn't looking forward to taking the bus home. I'd probably arrive home
late, and probably wake up sick the next day. At the Board Meeting, who should show up but
Gretchen? She'd driven all the way from Toronto, just for the meeting. Now, that's dedication! Most
people will avoid a meeting, but she drove all the way to be there. She has had perfect attendance
and didn’t want to miss this one. Once again, we had a great chat all the way back to Toronto,
covered all the bases, so to speak, including a discussion on how wonderful it is to ride in a car in
November with seat-warmers.
◆Julian Fisher
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Conference 2016
The 2016 SAO Conference will be in Ottawa, Ontario.
Theme: Building Community
November 5-6, 2016
Student and teacher workshops and concert on
Saturday.
Possible ECC course Saturday
Possible SPA course Saturday
Teacher Conference on Sunday
Keynote : Domenick Fiore
Organizing Committee: Marie Kusters & Doug
Murphy
We are looking for a few more committee members
to help with the planning. A piano teacher would be
really appreciated. Please email Marie at
miekemusike@gmail.com if you are interested.

Building Community
November 5-6, 2016

Marie & Doug
Marie Kusters
Mieke Musike Music Studio
Kindermusik & Suzuki violin
3289 Kodiak Street
Ottawa, ON K1V7S7
613-739-7589
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Area Reports
416 AREA REPORT
I would like to introduce myself as the new 416 representative. My name is Elena Spanu. I teach
violin as well as free lance around the city. I am a violin teacher at the North York Suzuki School of
music, as well the director of the Toronto Suzuki Studio.
The North York Suzuki Studio hosted their annual Deidre Reynolds scholarship concert on October
4. Both students and faculty members performed and treated the audience to a mix of Suzuki
repertoire, an original composition and some traditional music.
The Toronto Suzuki Studio just performed their annual community concert for the residents of
Bracondale House on November 29. The students enjoyed preparing and performing some festive
holiday tunes for the residents. They were also proud to showcase their parent orchestra who played
a lovely piece by Piazzolla.
I'm looking forward to sharing the events and latest happenings in the 416 area. I will be in contact
with you as the year progresses, but also feel free to contact me at elena.spanu@gmail.com
◆Elena Spanu

Toronto Suzuki Studio performing at
Bracondale House
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519 AREA REPORT
The Nightingale Piano Studio in Cambridge:
In the weeks following their participation in the fabulous SAO Conference, my students have
continued to prepare repertoire for various performances. During Canada Music Week in November
our local branch of the Ontario Registered Music Teachers' Association always holds its annual
Awards Recital. Ten area senior Suzuki students were thrilled to receive awards for recent piano or
theory exams; a testament to their dedication and work ethic.
My studio's annual Fall concert was in a new venue, and I think the students really enjoyed playing in
a different hall. There were quite a few "personal bests" and I was so glad that I had videoed the
concert for them. We always spend the first few minutes of the lesson following a concert viewing the
video of each student's performance. It's a chance to reaffirm the student's growth and achievement,
and to think about the next steps in developing practice and performance skills.
In December students have the opportunity to share seasonal music with shoppers at the Cambridge
Centre mall. For my beginners who are not yet playing supplementary music, we enjoy devising
creative titles for their pieces to fit the concert's theme–“Cuckoo in a Pear Tree", "Santa's Little Elves"
(instead of Playmates), and "Hello to Winter", to name a few. Children from the Cambridge area and
beyond are organized into half-hour groups. Parents are happy that their children's portion of the
event is only 30 minutes, and the students like the big public venue and the chance to perform
supplementary repertoire, and especially the duets.
◆Ellen Berry
Hi, I’m Andrea Cook, and I am the new representative for 519 East. I began as a Suzuki cello student
in Guelph at the SSSG way back in the 1970s, and then was away from the area for many years. I
completed my graduate studies at Northern Illinois University with Marc Johnson (Vermeer Quartet),
and then returned to Canada for two years to teach for the Huntsville Suzuki School. I then moved to
London, England for eight years, where I taught for the London Suzuki Group and the Southbank
International School. Our family had a lot of fun living in such a vibrant, cultural hub. We relocated to
Guelph for the quality of family life when our child was very young. I have been back a few years
now, and enjoy working for the Oakville Suzuki Association, the Suzuki String School of Guelph and
teaching my many diverse pupils who come to my home studio. I look forward to meeting many more
Suzuki Colleagues over the next year!
◆Andrea Cook
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613 AREA REPORT
Some Winter News from the Ottawa area:
On November 13 and 14, violin teachers Laura Nerenberg and
Leslie Wade welcomed guest teacher, Ellen Kogut, from Montreal
and fiddle specialist, Greg Brown, from Gatineau, Quebec to work
with their combined studios for their annual workshop. All students in
Book 2-and-up had prepared assigned fiddle tunes and Greg worked
with them on the finer points of interpreting fiddle music from Ireland
and Quebec. Ellen's work in both group and masterclass settings
was inspiring and energetic. Every student's violin seemed to
resonate more fully following the weekend.

Ellen Kogut teaching at
workshop

On Sunday, November 29, Laura Nerenberg's Rideau Falls Violins
performed publicly, alongside the cello studio of Marion Arthur for
the inaugural weekend of concerts and events at Ottawa's newest
multi-genre performance venue, Folkrum. The cellists and violinists performed Suzuki favourites,
fiddle tunes and improvised for the audience. As the concert was free and open to the public, it was
an impressive feat to behold children aged five to eighteen improvise with confidence for the
assembled public. Joan Harrison's orchestra “Capital Strings Collective” also performed. This unique
multi-generational orchestra played with verve and enthusiasm. They even invited young performers
to join them in performance with instruments they had just made themselves as part of the Folkrum's
activities. You can find out more about Folkrum at folkrum.com. Rideau Falls Violins has upcoming
performances on December 6 (for the annual Winter Group Concert), December 29 (at the Ottawa
Hospital Rehab Centre) and on January 10, 2016 (at Hillel Lodge Home for the Aged).
◆Laura Nerenberg
This past November 28, we had our
“Hawaiian Luau” Play-In. The students,
teachers and parents wore flowers, skirts,
sunglasses, and brought their tropical heat to
the event. As usual, the instruments took
turns playing in groups, playing a very
diverse repertoire from Mississippi Hot-Dog
variation to the Mission Impossible theme
song.
There were some creative surprises too,
including dancing along to Witches’ Dance
and a Hula Hoop competition. To conclude
our fun afternoon the whole school
participated in the grand finale, even the
choir and ukuleles! Everyone played Epo I
Play-In Luau
Tai Tai E, a native New Zealand song that is
often played and sung in Hawaii. Our Luau
Play-In was definitely memorable for our
families and a great performance opportunity in a relaxed setting for the Suzuki students.
◆Michelle Iznardo
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807 AREA REPORT
The music education scene is growing quickly here in Thunder Bay. In December, I'm going to lead a
beginner group class of thirty tiny violinists who will be performing Jingle Bells with the Thunder Bay
Symphony. It warms my heart to see them play together so well. I always hoped we could get the
violin scene hopping again here, and it feels like after almost a decade, I've done it. We have young
violinists coming out of our ears, and now I finally have a crop of teenagers so some of them are
switching to viola. On to cello: we need more little cellists! I'm hoping that soon I will have convinced
one or two cello teachers to establish themselves here who have taken some training and are willing
to take young beginners and to help them grow. Without a studio full of cellists, who will play string
quartets with my students?
In order to keep everything running up here, I have to work very hard. One of the things I realized
that I must do for my own health is say ‘no’ to a few things. I have therefore decided not to represent
the 807 region on the SAO board for another term. Rob Van Wyck, who teaches flute here in
Thunder Bay has agreed to replace me.
What a pleasure it has been to hear from you over the past three years, and see what has been
happening all over Ontario. Thank you to all the dedicated Suzuki teachers; we’re fighting the good
fight!
My own son turns four in December and will be performing his "Twinkle Graduation" at our winter
recital. I suspect I may see some or most of you when I take him to an Institute this summer. His bow
hold is pretty good but his violin is droopy! We'll see how it is by then.
All the best.
◆Michelle Zapf-Belanger
905 EAST AND NORTH REPORT
As the SAO conference was quite a distance from 905 east and is held at such a busy time of the
year, Rosemary and Jean Blanc and myself were the only representatives from my area. It was nice
to see Rosemary and Jean along with so many other colleagues from Ontario. In addition to the
growth and enjoyment gained by connecting with other teachers, my personal “take-homes” from
sessions that I attended were:
• I will be teaching viola in the near future, thanks to Pierre Gagnon
• I have already found a few students who benefitted from my enhanced understanding of our bone
structure, as shared by Paule Barsalou
• I am still considering the challenge of starting without finger tapes that Susan Gagnon shared
• I am inspired by Dorothy Jones and Karen Kimmett, who both reminded me of Dr. Suzuki’s
presence, humour, insight, pedagogy and spirit
Thank you to everyone who put in such a great effort to organize the conference. It takes time and
money to attend a conference, and neither are easy to part with, but it is a very worthwhile
experience.
continues on next page
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905 EAST AND NORTH continued
I am very pleased to forward news from Jacquie Favrin who teaches piano:
We have finished term one already! A lot of new things are happening in my studio this
year with the inclusion of a theory class once a month with seven students attending.
The ages do vary somewhat but it is working out great. Christmas carols are being
learned and I plan to have a Christmas family afternoon/evening and open up the
participation to the families of my students . For example, a dad plays trombone, a
mother plays piano, a dad plays violin and so on. We are all looking forward to this
event.
…and Wendy Smith who teaches violin, viola, and cello:
I had an enjoyable and motivating trip to Remscheid Germany to attend the 7th
International Suzuki Teachers’ Exchange at the end of October. I spent a few days
visiting with Sue Hunt in London (UK) before travelling together to Germany. Sue is a
very creative colleague who developed the “Music in Practice” materials and app. She
spoke at the exchange about the elective use of praise in teaching and in practice.
At the conference I presented a lecture on teaching by Skype on behalf of colleagues
Judy Olmstead-O’Regan (Ottawa), Ellen Kogut (Montréal) and Judy Bossuat-Gallic
(Dallas, Texas). We had presented this lecture at the SAA conference in 2014 and last
year at the SAO conference. It was a new experience having the lecture translated into
German.
Other presentations were by Winnifred Crock (USA) on creating a “can’t fail”
environment through organized preview, preparation and practice. Heidi Curatolo (USA)
and others presented teaching the violin ensemble Tango by Michael McLean. Daina
Volodka-Staggs (USA) and Andrea Mugrauer-Beis (Austria) discussed the challenges in
the Suzuki triangle and solutions. Charles Krigbaum (USA) discussed using video clips
during the lesson to reinforce home practice, as well as leading a Book 2 – 4 violin
technique class for teachers. A group of teachers from Germany presented a publication
of many style variations they had composed, along with a story, on Go Tell Aunt Rhody.
Isabel Morey Suau, also from Germany, presented many creative ideas for Twinkle level
students. Sara and Silvia Migliorini (Italy) presented a singing and movement class with
more Twinkle level ideas. Charles Krigbaum (USA) and Kerstin Wartberg (Italy)
presented a morning of Book 1 violin teaching points.
Our special guest clinician and speaker for the weekend was Brian Lewis. He presented
teaching and musical points of Bach a minor Concerto, and Sevcik opus 3 40
Variations. He gave several masterclasses as well as two group sessions on Polish
Dance by Severn and Tempo di Menuetto by Kreisler. He and Heidi Curatolo gave a
wonderful recital including Dvorak Sonatina, Bartok Roumanian Dances and his
signature encore of The Hot Canary.
I feel very enriched now by having many new colleagues from all over Europe.

continues on next page
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905 EAST AND NORTH continued
…and here is a lovely, inspiring article from Renate Puccini who teaches piano:
A couple of weeks ago a
friend and I went to Lyndon
Shores here in Whitby to try
to photograph some deer in
the early morning. Along with
the deer, we captured the
sweetest chickadees with our
cameras. Emma and I took
turns taking pictures of the
chickadees landing on our
hands looking for the seed
we brought with us in the
golden light of dawn.
As I was looking at the
photos afterwards, another picture came to my mind. Those chickadees reminded me
of my own students and parents who come entrusting themselves for the seed of
music to be nurtured and grown in their lives. It was a bit intimidating, but also rather
motivating. I felt a real need to encourage the same type of joy that I saw in those little
birds as they dug around in our hands for the best and most delicious seed. I want my
students and parents to feel that same joy as they learn music!
It’s the first year that I have students who are graduating from the studio and the
feeling is bittersweet. I am thrilled at their success and am delighted with their abilities
and the accomplishment they feel as they are now able to play the piano well. But I
shall miss them! It is a unique relationship: the piano teacher and her student. I have
seen them every week for almost all of their lives; through the good and the not so
good. I feel almost like I do as my own children leave the nest and fly out into the big
world. Hopefully they find places that will feed them good musical food as they move
on from me to a bigger life.
We are in full swing getting ready for our Christmas Recital and I love the excitement
that the children feel as they begin to play their Christmas pieces at school concerts
and also for family and friends. We begin Christmas in September and I am always so
glad that I begin that early as I come to this time of year. Last week I listened to every
piece almost completely polished! Whew!
It has been lovely to have Laurie Mitchell as our Area Representative. She is working
hard to encourage some community amongst us in the last year in the region and I
really appreciate her enthusiasm! Thanks, Laurie for all that you do. Sometimes when
I am discouraged nurturing all my little “musical chickadees”, it’s nice to have some
people around who are supportive and encouraging. Mary Burke, you have been a
true friend and I am so thankful for you!
I wish you all the very best in the coming new year! Isn’t music such a lovely gift we’ve
been given to spread and share? It reaches beyond the mind to the heart and out of
that heart our students can overflow with joy as they flit through life!
continues on next page
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905 EAST AND NORTH continued
…and Deborah Henderson sends a comment on the beauty of polished review pieces at her
Christmas concerts:
I find the month of November hectic but rewarding as the children prepare for this
performance. Most of them are really motivated to learn new Christmas music, and
they know they have a deadline, so they have to work hard. This year I assigned five
carols from the Christmas Kaleidoscope series. I generally give Book 2 students the
task of the Violin B lines to push their reading skills, and I offer “first aid” for those who
still rely on an aural model by recording the harmony parts and posting them on my
website. I also have one boy who is a strong reader who enjoys the challenge of the
Violin C part (a closet violist perhaps?) so we had a few pieces with three-part
harmony.
The first two rehearsals were pretty chaotic, and I had to give the usual reminder
about how necessary it is for them to learn the notes and to practice their parts at
home, so that we can rehearse when we come together as a group. Finally, last week
both the parents and the children agreed that they were actually starting to sound like
an orchestra: a bit ragged on the endings and not perfectly in tune all the way through,
but significantly improved. I thanked everyone for doing their part to help the team. We
made progress because everyone took some responsibility.
That being said, at the end of class, I had them play O Come Little Children, which I
put on the program so that some of the younger children can join in. I played the
harmony part and they played the melody. They got the bowings. They all watched
me. It was truly good ensemble playing. The parents got choked up. I didn’t need to
point out the difference between performing a review piece and reading piece. It was
self-evident and timely.
I think at this time of year, and any time we have a lot of repertoire to work on, it’s
easy to get caught up in the whirlwind of having so many notes to learn. While it is
motivating for students to learn new songs, it is important for all of us, teachers,
parents, and students, to bear in mind that review pieces played beautifully are
usually more musical and powerful than our newer pieces read off the page.
Deborah is also sharing some “Christmas words” to Song of the Wind, courtesy of one of my fiveyear-old students and his mom at his lesson yesterday. They’re based on the “crocodile” words I
learned while watching Margot Jewell teaching a pre-Twinkle class at SOSI (“Once there was a
crocodile who snapped at all he saw”…). I thought people might get a kick out of them at this time of
year. I sure did!
Once there was a Santa Claus who flew across the sky
Flew across the sky
‘Til one night his sleigh got stuck in deep and fluffy snow, Oh No!
‘Til one night his sleigh got stuck in deep and fluffy snow!
Making Santa fly across the sky is great for practicing big bow circles!
◆Laurie Mitchell
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905 AREA WEST REPORT
We welcome George Cleland, of Suzuki Niagara in St. Catharines to our Association. If we are really
the Suzuki Association of Ontario we need to have members in all of our communities.
On October 25, Zachary Ebin brought his Arco Violini to Oakville to join with Pierre Gagnon’s group
Preludio. The students played for and with each student and of course this was followed by a
reception. The groups will meet again in Etobicoke in June, 2016.
December 13, the Oakville Suzuki Association will hold its annual multi-instrument group concerts. It
is traditional for these concerts to include Christmas carols and Hanukah songs as well as Suzuki
repertoire and showcase repertoire prepared by the two advanced violin group classes and the
advanced cello class. These concerts are held in a convention centre in order to accommodate the
60 violins, 25 cellists, pianists and flute players in the junior concert, beginners to Book 2, and about
30 violins and 15 cellists in the senior concert, Book 3 and up.
◆Susan Gagnon

Testimonials on SAO Website
We need your help! We have added a new feature to the SAO website. The next time you visit
suzukiontario.org please have a look at the testimonials tab. With your help, we think the testimonials
tab will develop into a great tool for recruiting new SAO members. One-on-one conversations are still
the best way to convince teachers and families join or become a member of the SAO, and that will
always be true, but the testimonials will be a great resource. Talk to your studio families and
colleagues about joining the SAO, and they can look on the website to see how membership in the
SAO has impacted others.
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Instrument Reports
PIANO REPORT
• Teacher Training with Gail Lange is being offered at the RCM for Piano Unit 1 from November 14–
February 21.
• North York Suzuki School is hosting a Suzuki Day for students in February and the piano students
will have the opportunity to attend a Boomwhacker workshop with Barbara Byczko as the clinician.
RCM Music Enrichment Program Piano
Suzuki Piano students at the RCM are enrolled in the Music Enrichment Program (MEP) which
focuses on a comprehensive curriculum of private, theory, and musicianship instruction for all
instruments. The program consists of over 200 piano students, about one-third of them being Suzuki
pianists.
Three-year-olds are introduced to the Suzuki method by attending the Twinkler group piano classes
and Smart Start Musicianship classes. There are two sets of Twinkler classes being offered this year,
three-to-four years and four-to-five years at full capacity.
Students beyond five years are enrolled in Elementary, Intermediate, or Advanced curriculum levels
which have been designed to coincide with RCM exam levels should the students decide to pursue
RCM exams when they are ready. Piano students have the opportunity to participate in mandatory
weekly theory classes using RCM textbooks/curriculum designed to complement the private lesson.
Topics include performance, music literacy, rhythmic/melodic dictation, composer study and
composition. The theory classes include all instrument students registered in MEP including Suzuki
string students. Additional focus is to prepare students for RCM theory exams. Teachers have access
to Orff instruments on a weekly basis. All students also have the opportunity to choose from the
following musicianship classes on top of the private and theory components, as follows:
• Elementary: RCS Choir, Orff Ensemble, Pattern Play
• Intermediate: RCS Vocal Ensemble, Chamber music and Small ensembles, Pattern Play, Student
Composer Workshop
• Advanced: RCS Vocal Ensemble, Chamber music and Small ensembles, Student Composer
Workshop
For the fall term, Suzuki piano students will perform in solo recitals on November 8 and December 6
and in their ensemble concert on December 19. All MEP events are listed for the year 2015-16 under
the RCS Calendar - Year at a glance, at the RCM website. All information of the RCM MEP may be
found at the school's website.
Congratulations to the Conference Team for a successful SAO conference weekend.
◆Barbara K. Byczko
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Summer Fun at the Lake
Huckleberry Music Camp Suzuki Program
Muskoka, Ontario July 2 to July 9, 2016
www.Huckleberrymusiccamp.com
905 276-8234
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Teacher Training Reports
SCHOLARSHIP
I recently completed Suzuki Piano Unit 3 alongside my colleague
Su Jeon Higuera, with trainer Gail Lange. Su and I have been
training together with Gail since Book 1, and our trips to the
training site in Guelph now feel familiar and cozy: arriving early
with our coffees to observe Gail’s excellent and inspiring teaching
of her own students (whose lessons are carefully arranged to
accommodate our training schedule) before spending an inspired
day with Gail.
As a new teacher whose students are either in Piano Book 1 or
just beginning Book 2, taking the Unit 3 course and thus staying
“ahead” of my students is the most helpful thing I have done for
Lenni Jabour, Su Jeon Higuera,
myself as a Suzuki teacher. My Unit 3 training will help me
with trainer Gail Lange
teach Unit 2 so much more effectively by better preparing me
for the musical challenges my young students will be taking on
in the following book; how to set them up to meet those
challenges successfully while creating an overall more whole vision for them as learners. I could not
imagine teaching Book 2 without having been trained in Book 3. Next up: Piano Unit 4.
I wish to thank the SAO for my Teacher Training scholarship, which helped cover training fees and
travel to the training site in Guelph. Thank you also to Gail Lange for her tireless commitment to new
Suzuki piano teachers like me, providing inspiration and pedagogy in equal parts.
◆Lenni Jabour

SAO Scholarships
The SAO offers scholarships to support teachers and students.
Current SAO scholarships and bursaries:
• Two $150 awards for travel to Minneapolis for an SAO Board member
• Two $150 travel scholarships for a Board member to attend the board meeting in June or
November
• Three $200 teacher training scholarships October 31 APPLICATION DEADLINE
• Three $200 teacher training scholarships May 31 APPLICATION DEADLINE
• Three $150 inter-program exchange awards for $150
• Travel bursary student awards for those accepted to the Minneapolis conference
May 31 is the next Teacher Training Scholarship Deadline. This scholarship is to cover a course
taken between June 1, 2016 to May 31 2017. To apply send your request to
suzukiontario@hotmail.ca or mail it to:
SAO
282 Waverly St. N.
Oshawa, ON
L1J 5V9
Please include the name, date and the location of the course.
There are three $200 scholarships available. If more than three SAO Members apply, recipients will
be picked by a lottery draw system.
For complete details see the SAO website, www.suzukiontario.org
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